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1725. Red Planet X water: blood of a dead man

Saturday, May 02, 2020

Red water is being observed more and more on earth and as I have shown in previous articles, it is deadly to life on
earth, as it is a strong absorber of blue and green energy and thus of life energy [Article 1722: Earth energy at critical low
levels: blood red water: absorbs life energy]. Colored ocean water is the result of energy depleted water being brought to
the earth’s surface from the Planet X planets, its presence on the surface of the earth is usually explained with algae or
chemicals but this is false and illogical [Article 1724: Colored ocean water is not due to chemicals or algae: Planet X
water].

Figure 1. God allows the Satan AI entity to bring in large amounts of energy depleted red ice from Planet X planets that
have gone through a stage where they had red oceans. This water absorbs life energy and is thus deadly to all physical
living beings.

The Satan AI entity is allowed by God, according to what we read in Revelation 16, to bring in large amounts of water
from Planet X planets, which are depositories of ice that turns from black to red before turning white, and would thus
have once had oceans that turned red before turning black and freezing solid, due to extreme energy depletion. These
planets would also be completely devoid of life as it would all have died as a result of the water on the planet turning red.
Thus, at the end of this age, it becomes earth’s turn to have blood red oceans, the event also being made possible by
earth having become critically energy depleted.

  Then the second angel poured out his bowl on the sea, and  it became blood as of a dead man; and every living
creature in the sea died. Then the third angel poured out his bowl on the rivers and springs of water, and they became
blood. (Rev. 16:3-4)

All surface water on earth turns blood red as river water does too. The red water is described as the blood of a dead man
and it causes all aquatic creatures to die. The connection between the two can be seen from the fact that Planet X red
water is dead because it lacks life energy, or blue and green energy. On the other hand, blood is described in the Bible
as containing the life energy of physical animals and humanoids, or flesh:

For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you upon the altar to make atonement for your souls;
for it is the blood that makes atonement for the soul.’ (Jer. 17:11)

The blood of a dead man would be devoid of life energy or blue and green energy and thus be just like Planet X energy
depleted red water and in addition, it actually kills life. Thus red Planet X water is like the blood of a dead man. This is
also most likely also why we human beings have an emotional response to seeing blood or red water. Somehow we
know instinctively that contact with it is to be avoided. Thus, the turning of all of earth’s oceans and surface water, in the
very near future, to blood red, will be a horrific event for those who are alive on the earth at the time.

In conclusion, red Planet X water is extremely depleted in blue and green energies, or life energy and thus like the blood
of a dead man, which would also be red and devoid of life energy. Such water is deadly to animal life and thus the turning
of earth’s oceans to this red color, at the end of this age, causes all aquatic life to die. It will be a horrific event to witness
due to man’s abhorrence for the sight of blood.
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Figure 1 below shows a Twitter post about President Trump stating that 100 000 Americans could die
of COVID-19, thus reiterating the same ridiculous lie that he has used to lock down the country and
other countries around the world, through which he hopes to destroy the earth’s inhabitants because it…

READ MORE

Figure 1. The final 7 year tribulation period ends with Jesus coming back riding a white horse as King
of Kings and Lord of Lords.
As I have written in several previous articles we are now living in the time of tribulation, the final 7 …

READ MORE

This is the question that is being discussed almost non-stop by the media. How to do it safely? How to
do it slowly and methodically? so that no one gets sick as a result of the non-existent epidemic? The
question is in itself ridiculous and illogical because there was never an epidemic, a fact which has been…

READ MORE

The events occurring on earth just at the end of the age are detailed in Revelation 16, as what is
known as the last 7 plagues or the 7 bowl judgments. Amongst the 7 plagues, are earth’s oceans
becoming blood red in color, as well as all its river water (2nd and 3rd plagues or bowls). This is …

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows red water off the coast of Devon, UK, on April 21st 2020. Incidents of blood red
ocean water and blood red river water are increasing. As I have shown in previous articles, earth’s
oceans and rivers are fed by water coming from the Planet X planets and is energy depleted. The …

READ MORE

This time YouTube removed my video on Article 1730: President Trump: 100 000 Americans could die
of COVID-19, where President Trump is quoted as stating that 100 000 Americans could die,
something which comes from Reuters. The article is available on my website: …

READ MORE

Figure 1 below shows an image of Kim Jong Un, leader of North Korea, who apparently resurfaced
after a period during which it was rumored that he had had surgery and possibly died. The photograph
would, therefore, seem to indicate that he did not die after all. However, careful examination of his face…

READ MORE
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